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The Business Situation

Business activity has continued to decline in recent 
months and unemployment in January stood near the peak 
level of the postwar period. Consumer buying, after an 
encouraging upturn early in the autumn, did not show 
the usual seasonal rise in the closing months of 1960, 
and there seems to have been a more-than-seasonal 
weakening in January. Business fixed investment outlays 
also have been falling somewhat. At the same time, it 
is noteworthy that the over-all pace of decline has re
mained moderate and that apparently much of the down
ward pressure on activity has come from business efforts 
to trim inventories rather than from any severe weak
ening in the final demand for goods and services. Significant 
progress has in fact been made in reducing manufacturers’ 
stocks toward more sustainable levels, while underlying 
business and consumer confidence appear to have re
mained high. Taking a longer look backward, it is also 
noteworthy—from the standpoint of building a sound re
covery and protecting the United States balance of pay
ments—that the over-all price level has been relatively 
steady during the past year, with some key areas of in
dustrial prices displaying significant downward flexibility.

M ILD  D E C L IN E  IN  A CT IV IT Y

According to preliminary estimates by the Council of 
Economic Advisers (CEA), gross national product in the 
fourth quarter was unchanged from the third quarter’s 
seasonally adjusted annual rate of $503.5 billion. There 
were important changes within the total, however. Per
sonal consumption spending increased by $3.7 billion, 
more than offsetting the third-quarter decline. On the 
other hand, there was a sharp swing from a $0.6 billion 
rate of inventory accumulation in the third quarter to a 
$4.0 billion rate of inventory liquidation in the final quar
ter. Government outlays for goods and services, and net 
exports, increased moderately. Residential construction 
again declined somewhat, while outlays for plant and 
equipment reversed their direction and edged off a bit.

The fairly substantial increase in consumer spending 
indicated by the CEA estimate conceals a downward trend 
in month-to-month movements. Estimates of spending on 
services, which are included in the GNP accounts, are 
made only quarterly, and these figures have been climbing 
upward without any break throughout the postwar period. 
Information on consumer spending for commodities, how
ever, is gathered monthly from retail sales figures. Retail

purchases rose sharply in October (seasonally adjusted) 
but declined in each of the two following months. As a 
result, retail sales by December had slipped below the 
level of the third quarter (see Chart I). The December 
drop centered in new car sales;, and the incomplete Janu
ary data now available suggest a further substantial de
crease in car sales for that month, after seasonal adjust
ment. Department store sales in January also slipped 
more than seasonally.

At the manufacturing level, sales dropped slightly more 
than 1 per cent (seasonally adjusted) in December. This 
marked the eighth month of uninterrupted decline. Manu
facturers’ new orders also fell again in December, and 
unfilled orders (unadjusted) were at their lowest level since 
December 1950.

The declines in sales at the manufacturing and retail 
levels were great enough to cause a further increase in the 
ratio of total business inventories to sales despite the 
progress made by businessmen in reducing inventories. At 
the end of 1960 the book value of inventories was 1.56 
times the value of monthly sales; a year earlier inven
tories had been 1.47 times the sales total. As long as 
the ratio continues to rise, further attempts to cut back 
stocks are likely, even though the ratio is below the 
levels that prevailed during the corresponding months 
of the previous business decline. One important element 
pointing strongly to further efforts to reduce stocks is the 
large volume of auto inventories, which during January 
stood at around one million units. It was partly for the 
purpose of reducing these inventories that auto output 
was cut back in January.

The continued weakness in sales, new orders, and in
ventory positions was again reflected in the industrial pro
duction index, which fell two points in December to 
103 per cent, seasonally adjusted, of the 1957 base (see 
Chart I). The latest drop brought the index, which has 
fallen in every month since July, to 6 per cent below the 
July level. This decline was somewhat less, however, 
than that which occurred during the second half of 1957. 
In January, auto production dropped substantially, but 
steel output may have advanced somewhat more than 
seasonally from the depressed December levels. New 
orders from many steel users outside the automobile in
dustry were showing some improvement in January, al
though this may have been largely counterbalanced by 
cutbacks in orders from auto firms.
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Chart I
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Perhaps the most disturbing feature of recent business 
news was the further substantial rise in unemployment 
(see Chart I). In December the seasonally adjusted rate 
was 6.8 per cent of the civilian labor force, and in January, 
according to President Kennedy’s economic message to 
Congress, it declined only slightly, to 6.6 per cent. The 
December 4.9 million unemployment total (seasonally 
adjusted) was the largest in any month since September
1958. Unemployment was already at relatively high levels 
when the economy began to slow down this past summer, 
and in the remainder of 1960 it tended to be substantially 
higher—both in absolute terms and as a fraction of the 
labor force—than it was in the corresponding months of 
the 1957-58 contraction or in earlier postwar recessions. 
The unemployment ratio in December was higher than at 
the deepest part of the 1953-54 recession and not far 
below the ratio at the trough of the 1957-58 recession.

Total employment (according to the household survey) 
was off by 0.4 million persons in December to 66.4 mil
lion, seasonally adjusted. Nonagricultural employment

in December, as indicated by the payroll survey, declined 
by 0.3 million persons to 52.4 million (see Chart I), 
bringing the cumulative decrease since last July’s peak to 
nearly one million persons. (This was about the same 
rate of decline as in the corresponding months of 1957.) 
The reduction in nonfarm employment between November 
and December was in part attributable to the termination 
of temporary jobs for election workers and to the Decem
ber snowstorm in the Northeast which reduced construc
tion activity.

The impact of the December decline in employment was 
felt in total personal income, which fell by $2.3 billion 
from the revised November figure to the lowest level since 
June (see Chart I). Almost all the December drop was 
in wages and salaries, which have slipped in each of 
the last four months. Declines in other components of 
personal income were small, while the only income source 
to rise was government transfer payments; this increase 
was attributable mainly to expanded social security pay
ments, resulting from extended coverage and a liberalized 
benefit formula.

The most recent data on construction present a 
mixed picture. Outlays in January fell more than season
ally, primarily because of declines in spending on resi
dential and highway construction. Bad weather may have 
been partially responsible for these downward move
ments, however. In the residential sector, a note of 
optimism was sounded by a December increase in re
quests for Veterans Administration- and Federal Housing 
Administration-supported mortgages on new homes. At 
the same time, private nonresidential contract awards rose 
significantly. In January, construction outlays in that sec
tor strengthened a bit.

PRICE TRENDS IN 1060

The sag in business activity during 1960 was accom
panied by some softening of prices. Indeed, the two devel
opments were, as was to be expected, mutually reinforc
ing, for, while the abatement of upward price pressures 
and expectations early last year apparently was one of the 
chief causes of the trimming of inventory investment, the 
resultant slack in total demand early last year produced a 
further softening of the price picture. The industrial com
ponents (including all commodities other than farm and 
food) in both the wholesale and the consumer price in
dexes declined through much of 1960 (see Chart II). 
While the total index in each case rose over the year, the 
increases were relatively small and attributable largely to 
higher farm prices and, in the case of the consumer index, 
also to the steadily rising trend in the prices of services.
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installation and other services—arrangements that typi
cally emerge in periods of slackened demand.

Among the various product groupings, the biggest price 
drop took place in lumber; this reflected several factors, 
including the 1960 decline in residential construction and 
the growth of productive capacity in plywood. Hides, 
skins, and leather prices also fell sharply, owing largely 
to increased supplies of cattle for slaughter. Idle capacity 
brought fairly substantial price reductions in the metals 
group, and unwanted inventory accumulations (principally 
in cotton goods) resulted in a moderate decline for the 
textiles and apparel component. Reductions of smaller 
amounts took place in furniture, machinery, and chemical 
prices. The only industrial group to show any sizable 
increase was fuel, power, and lighting materials.

Farm and food prices at the wholesale level moved 
upward in 1960 by a sizable 3.9 per cent. This followed 
a nearly uninterrupted slide in such prices since early in 
1958. The increase last year primarily reflected lessened 
supplies of certain agricultural goods rather than any 
general burgeoning of demand,, although increased export 
demand was a factor in some cases. The rise was led by 
a sharp spurt in egg prices, due to a reduction in the 
flocks of laying hens, which in turn was a consequence 
of the low 1959 prices. Substantial increases in pork 

Generally speaking, the total wholesale price index has and poultry prices had similar causes, while a rise in fresh 
been fairly stable for nearly three years, but its industrial fruit prices was partly the resul t of hurricane damage, 
component did not begin to level out until the middle of 
1959. When this component fell in 1960, it was the first 
such December-to-December drop since 1952. W ithin the 
industrial category, the largest price decreases were re
corded for those commodities which normally are espe
cially sensitive to changes in supply and demand conditions 
—primarily goods at or near the raw materials stage. Some 
scrap metal prices, for example, fell between 10 and 25 per 
cent, while the list prices of most finished and semifinished 
metals showed only small declines or remained unchanged.
The downward pressure on many primary commodity 
prices during 1960, it may be noted, stemmed partly from 
changing world market conditions and partly from the 
influence of the domestic economic situation.

Altogether, the drop in industrial goods prices at the 
wholesale level between December 1959 and December 
1960 amounted to 0.5 per cent (see Chart III)—a wel
come break in the series of annual increases that had 
carried the index up by 14 per cent from the end of 1952 
to mid-1959. The actual decline during 1960 is, more
over, probably somewhat understated, since the index 
relies heavily on list-price quotations. It therefore does 
not fully reflect the increased use of price-shading in the 
form of discounts, absorption of freight charges, and free

Chari III
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The general trends in 1960 in the two major compon
ents of the wholesale price index (i.e., the industrial com
ponent and the farm and food component) were to a sub
stantial extent reflected in the behavior of retail prices. 
Nevertheless, there were also significant differences. This 
was not surprising since movements in the wholesale and 
consumer index totals frequently diverge for a time, and, 
although over longer periods the direction of both indexes 
is usually the same, the steepness of rise or fall may 
differ. Thus, while the average of all wholesale prices in
creased by only a little over 0.5 per cent in 1960, the 
consumer index rose about three times as fast (see 
Chart IV).

There are several reasons for a divergence, perhaps 
the most important being the fact that the wholesale index 
excludes service prices. A second major reason is that 
price changes that take place at earlier stages of produc
tion are sometimes transmitted to the consumer level 
only with a considerable lag. In many highly competi
tive primary markets, prices react almost immediately to 
downward pressures, but at later stages of fabrication 
the resulting cost reductions may be translated into lower 
prices only after they have become fairly substantial and 
after they have been in effect for some time. Thus the 
prices of nonfood commodities in the consumer index 
rose rather steadily until the end of 1959 although whole
sale industrial prices, as noted above, had begun to stabil
ize several months earlier.

In 1960, the prices of consumer goods other than foods 
declined by 0.4 per cent, the first such December-to- 
December fall since 1954. All of the 1960 drop took place 
in the first half of the year. Average prices in this cate
gory actually drifted up a little between June and Decem
ber, but this was largely seasonal and the increases were 
substantially smaller than in the second halves of other 
recent years. The over-all decline for the year was concen
trated in the durables field, one of the largest drops being 
recorded for used-car prices which were under pressure 
from the competition of low-priced compact cars. New 
car prices were also down a little, even though volume was 
somewhat better than in 1959, as dealers vigorously sought 
to boost their sales. In the appliance field, where competi
tion is traditionally very keen, some price declines in 1960 
appear to have been attributable to declines in demand. 
In contrast, the prices of nonfood soft goods rose through
out the year, though at a much more moderate rate than 
in 1959; apparel prices, for example, edged up slightly.

The sharp rise in the farm and food component of the 
wholesale index during 1960 resulted in an upturn in 
retail food prices. Over the year the total increase in retail 
food prices, 3.1 per cent, was somewhat less than the

3.9 per cent increase in wholesale prices. Retail prices 
for all major types of foods increased, causing rises in 
the prices of restaurant meals as well as of groceries for 
home consumption, and some foods failed to show nor
mal seasonal declines in the fall. Several of the sharpest 
advances in retail food prices, such as the prices of eggs 
and pork, reflected the higher quotations at the wholesale 
level which have already been noted.

The prices of services, the third major category in the 
consumer price index, also rose last year, as they have 
in every postwar year. The increase in 1960 was 2.4 per 
cent, which was slightly less than the average for recent 
years, although a rise of this magnitude in a period of 
weakening over-all demand may call for explanation. 
First, the prices for a large number of services (including 
water, telephone, electricity, and gas rates) apparently 
follow cost increases only with a lag, and the increases in 
1960 may thus partly reflect advances in production costs 
that occurred in earlier years. In a second group of serv
ices, such as haircuts, medical care, laundry, and various 
types of repair services, wages and salaries are a very 
large portion of total costs, and opportunities for offsetting 
any increases in such costs through technological advances 
are generally believed to be relatively limited. A third 
element in the service index—rent—was affected last year 
by higher property taxes and by increases in maintenance
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and repair costs. In fact, every major category of the 
service component in the consumer index rose in 1960, 
with the largest increases occurring in the field of medi
cal care. In good part, the latter rise reflected charges for 
medical insurance.

The behavior of prices in 1960 was, on the whole, 
encouraging, but this cannot permit a relaxation of 
national concern with the long-term problem of controlling 
inflation. The need for general stability in the price level

to encourage sound growth and to help avert hazardous 
boom-bust patterns is always present. Even beyond this, 
however, inflation would have particularly unfortunate 
consequences at the present time when a large balance-of- 
payments deficit requires the strengthening of our com
petitive position in world markets. It is therefore highly 
important that a resumption of growth in employment and 
output is not accompanied by a renewed upward surge 
in prices.

Canada’s New Economic Measures

In an attempt to deal with distinct weaknesses in the 
economy and, even more, to encourage greater domestic 
initiative in Canada’s long-term development, the Cana
dian Government in December 1960 introduced a series 
of new economic measures as part of a revised budget 
for the current fiscal year ending March 31. The budget 
measures reflect government acceptance, in part at least, 
of a widely held view that Canada’s economic develop
ment has heretofore depended too heavily on foreign 
capital and henceforth must be more largely financed 
from savings originating in Canada itself. The measures 
have consequently led to expectations that the inflow of 
capital into Canada will slacken, and this in turn resulted 
in a temporary decline in the exchange rate of the Cana
dian dollar. While the budget measures are already in 
effect, they as yet must obtain Parliamentary approval. 
This article reviews the background and the major facets 
of the revised budget.

R E C E N T  B U S IN E S S  D E V E L O P M E N T S A N D  
■ U D O E T  M E A S U R E S

The forward spurt that had characterized the Canadian 
economy in 1958-59 came to a halt in 1960. The year as 
a whole set new records for gross national product, per
sonal consumption, and exports, but, as it progressed, 
significant weaknesses developed in important sectors. 
Expenditures during the first nine months for plant and 
equipment, residential construction, and inventory accu
mulation were below those of 1959, and retail sales rose 
more slowly than in earlier years. As a result, the sea
sonally adjusted industrial production index by July had 
declined 5.3 per cent from the all-time January 1960 high, 
largely because of weakness in durable goods production; 
and the seasonally adjusted gross national product was 1.5 
per cent lower in the second quarter than in the first,

mainly reflecting lower corporate profits. On the other 
hand, some strength was imparted after midyear by im
proved export sales outside the United States market and 
higher over-all exports, by a partial recovery in industrial 
production after July, by increased government outlays, 
and by a rise in construction. Nevertheless, the seasonally 
adjusted unemployment index rose during most of the 
year and reached 7.9 per cent of the labor force in 
December—a substantial increase from an already high 
6.3 per cent recorded a year earlier.

The revised government budget reflects these develop
ments, as well as concern about the outlook for exports 
to Western Europe and the United States. The budget 
forecast is now for a $286 million deficit, compared with 
an initially envisaged $12 million surplus.1 This shift is 
the result mainly of a 3.6 per cent decline in estimated 
revenues, in turn a consequence of lower economic ac
tivity. Expenditure estimates have been raised only mod
erately (1.5 per cent), owing to increased costs associated 
with the farm program, the national railroad deficit, and 
a modest enlargement of the regular winter public works 
programs. The government rejected suggestions for mas
sive emergency expenditures and instead provided in
centives to private domestic investment in Canada over 
the longer term. Thus, it extended the lower of the two 
corporate tax rates (21 per cent as against 50 per cent) 
to incomes of up to $35,000 instead of $25,000; imposed 
taxes on pension funds and increased those on mutual 
funds, where they derive more than a prescribed share 
of their income from sources outside Canada; authorized 
accelerated depreciation allowances (to be used at any 
time within the first three years) on the first-year invest
ment of industries introducing new products, undertak-

1 All amounts are in Canadian dollars unless otherwise noted.
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mg new processing methods, or pioneering in depressed 
areas; and eliminated a 4 per cent surtax on investment 
income of Canadians from Canadian investments.

At the same time, the government withdrew its tax 
concessions to foreign investment in Canada in an effort 
to reduce the foreign capital inflow; it thereby sought, 
among other things, to ease the upward pressure on the 
Canadian dollar and thus promote exports. The interest 
payments to foreign owners of Dominion and other gov
ernment bonds—heretofore taxed either at a preferential 
5 per cent rate or not at all—are now subject to the 
regular Canadian 15 per cent withholding tax. (This meas
ure applies to new bond issues only.) Furthermore, the 
withholding tax on dividends received by nonresident 
parent corporations from subsidiaries in Canada was 
raised to 15 per cent from 5 per cent or less, while a 
special 15 per cent tax was imposed on the after-tax 
income of branches of nonresident corporations (except 
branches of banks and of insurance, transportation, and 
communications companies). Finally, the government pro
posed that the broader interpretation given since 1947 to 
the special low tariff applicable to “goods of a class or 
kind not made or produced in Canada” be reversed.

While these measures clearly have short-term objec
tives, they are motivated perhaps even more impor
tantly by long-term considerations. Questions regarding 
balanced and adequate economic growth have indeed 
dominated much of Canadian economic discussion re
cently, and an understanding of these problems is essen
tial in interpreting the new budget.

E C O N O M IC  m O W T H  A N D  FORKION IN V E S T M E N T S  
IN  C A N A D A

During the 1950’s Canada’s gross national product, 
measured in terms of constant prices, rose approximately 
50 per cent, spurred by the vigorous consumption demand 
of a growing population, by increasing purchases—both 
domestic and foreign—of Canadian raw materials, and 
by very large investment expenditures that amounted to 
approximately 22 per cent of gross national product dur
ing the first half of the decade and about 26 per cent 
thereafter. This growth was accompanied by a persistent 
and growing current-account deficit in the balance of 
payments (except in 1952). The payments imbalance 
reflected not only trade deficits but also rising outlays 
for travel, interest and dividends, and other “invisible” 
items. By 1956, the current-account deficit had risen to 
$1.4 billion from $334 million in 1950, and it has equaled 
or exceeded $1.0 billion annually ever since. Notwith
standing such large deficits, however, there has been vir

tually no pressure on official gold and foreign exchange 
reserves. With massive capital inflows more than off- 
setting the current-account deficit, these reserves actually 
rose $722 million in 1950 alone, and another $102 mil
lion over the period 1951-59. During the 1950’s some 
$9.6 billion gross of investment funds flowed into Canada, 
the bulk ($8.7 billion) going into new direct and port
folio investments and the remainder into acquisitions of 
outstanding Canadian securities.

This heavy foreign participation in Canada’s growth, 
it should be noted, followed a traditional pattern. Every 
major expansion phase in Canada’s economic history has 
been accompanied by large inflows of foreign funds. Such 
funds, by supplementing the limited savings of a growing 
country, have rendered possible the development of basic 
and capital-intensive Canadian industries such as forest 
products, mining, smelting and refining, oil and gas, 
hydroelectric power, and heavy manufacturing. During 
1956-59, for example, the inflow of capital—together 
with the reinvestment of the undistributed profits of 
foreign-controlled Canadian corporations — contributed 
35 per cent of the economy’s net investment. Many 
Canadians agree that Canada has benefited significantly 
from this foreign partnership in the broadening of the 
country’s markets and production base. Foreign partici
pation has provided a . . combination of money, tech
nology, skills and markets, without which the Canadian 
economy would have been developed much more slowly 
and less efficiently”.2

In recent years, however, influential Canadians — in
cluding Governor Coyne of the Bank of Canada—have 
expressed strong doubts whether Canada’s best interests 
have been served by the continued heavy inflow of for
eign capital and have consequently begun to advocate 
reduced dependence upon such capital for Canada’s fur
ther development. In several of his speeches last year, 
Governor Coyne stated that “excessive reliance on for
eign capital” was probably the fundamental cause of 
Canada’s present considerable economic difficulties. For
eign capital, in his view, has induced a rate of economic 
activity that reflects an attempt “to do too much too fast”, 
has been partly responsible for overexpansion in some 
fields and for retarded growth in others, has forced the 
floating exchange rate to a premium that has encouraged 
imports and discouraged exports, and has thus contributed 
to Canada’s important structural unemployment problem.

Governor Coyne and other critics also point to what 
they believe to be the adverse implications of such invest

2 Royal Commission on Canada’* Economic Prospects, Find Report, 
November 1957, p. 386.
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ment for the balance of payments. They suggest that the 
burden of servicing ever-growing foreign investments is 
likely to become extremely heavy. By 1959, gross ex
change expenditures for interest and dividends had in 
fact risen to $656 million from $312 million in 1946— 
thereby contributing significantly to the current-account 
deficit. Furthermore, 1959 expenditures for the retire
ment of Canadian securities owned abroad (included in 
the capital account of the balance of payments) amounted 
to another $245 million. Moreover, a continued upward 
trend in income remittances is expected, owing both to 
higher profit transfers on recent investments that are 
likely to become increasingly remunerative and to higher 
payments on interest and debt-retirement accounts arising 
from the recent large borrowings abroad of provincial 
governments and local authorities.

Still another concern of the critics is that such invest
ments may lead to the loss of effective control by Canada 
over its own economy. The government has estimated 
that, as of the end of 1957, foreign capital actually con
trolled, in terms of aggregate capitalization, 56 per cent 
of Canadian manufacturing companies and 62 per cent 
of all industry, with the figures running higher in the 
case of such industries as automobiles and petroleum and 
natural gas. This situation has led to allegations that 
much of Canadian enterprise is subject to policy decisions 
that are made by non-Canadians, that Canada is depend
ent in part upon market allocations by foreign parent 
companies, and that foreign-controlled enterprises may be 
in a position to pursue policies that are independent of 
Canadian monetary policy due to their access to funds of 
the parent organizations. Governor Coyne proposes as 
a remedy that Canadians themselves effect a realignment 
of their economy through the generation of a higher rate 
of savings and the redirection of domestic investment. 
On this basis, he holds, Canada can develop the capital- 
goods and finished-goods industries that are deemed im
perative to a solution of the unemployment problem and 
to the emergence of a trade surplus sufficiently large to 
offset the deficit on “invisible” account.

By way of contrast, other Canadians reiterate that for

eign capital has contributed significantly to a fairly well- 
balanced expansion and a very considerable diversifica
tion of the Canadian economy. It has been pointed out 
that Canada’s structural unemployment problem reflects 
largely an excess of unskilled labor stemming both from 
the shortage of vocational schooling facilities (which the 
government is presently seeking to remedy by higher 
allocations for technical and vocational training) and 
from the exceptionally heavy demand for unskilled labor 
during the 1950’s as a result of the rapid development of 
the primary industries. Such ail interpretation would im
ply that structural unemployment is largely unrelated 
to foreign investments. A substantial body of Canadian 
opinion also holds that the country’s economic develop
ment has itself greatly increased Canada’s capacity to 
service its external debt. The burden of this debt relative 
to export earnings, in fact, has not increased significantly 
over the postwar years as a whole, although the absolute 
amounts have, of course, risen, as already noted. In this 
connection, the point has been made that over one half 
of the nearly $21 billion of existing foreign investments in 
Canada consists of direct investments, which are likely 
to remain indefinitely in the country and to create less of 
a repayment problem than bank loans or outstanding 
bonds.

The December budget message recognizes the existence 
of these conflicting views and attempts a reconciliation. 
Thus, the Canadian Government explicitly rejected sug
gestions aimed at a more drastic curtailment of invest
ments from abroad, while nevertheless striving to awaken 
what Governor Coyne has referred to as “the great surge 
of national effort that is waiting to be roused . . . .” The 
government also appears to be fully aware that the suc
cess of the new policies is likely to depend largely on 
whether Canadians can, and will in fact, increase their 
savings and their investments, in Canadian enterprises 
rapidly and substantially. Moreover, Canada still faces 
the problem of stimulating short-term and long-term ex
pansion in a world in which mutual dependence on trade 
requires utmost attention to the task of keeping national 
cost-price structures competitive.
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The Money Market in January

The money market eased further during January, while 
Treasury bill rates remained in the same narrow range 
of fluctuation as in other recent months. Member bank 
reserve positions were quite comfortable, with the average 
level of free reserves somewhat higher than in December, 
owing in good part to a rise in float caused by snowstorms 
in the latter half of the month. Bank loans contracted 
in January—as is usual for this time of the year—but the 
ready availability of reserves apparently prompted banks 
to make some contraseasonal additions to investment 
holdings, so that the net decline in bank credit during 
January was a little below the average for recent years. 
While the money market banks in New York and Chicago 
made sizable purchases of Federal funds in the first half 
of the month, these funds were usually quite readily 
available around the country. Later, as aggregate reserve 
availability expanded, the use of Federal funds by the 
money market banks was reduced. The effective rate on 
Federal funds generally varied from Vs to 2Vi per cent, 
with quotations more often below than above 2 per cent. 
Rates posted by New York banks on loans to dealers in 
Government securities ranged between IY4 and 3V2 per 
cent on new and renewal loans—representing a reduction, 
on average, from the previous month.

Over the month, Government securities markets seemed 
poised at a point where a more sanguine sentiment as 
to the economic outlook was roughly counterbalanced by 
the feeling that a business upturn may still be some dis
tance away. Thus, while yields toward the end of the 
month tended to fall from the levels attained in the 
first half, no firm consensus prevailed regarding the most 
probable trend of interest rates, and prices drifted irreso
lutely lower over the period as a whole, after having 
registered strong gains in the closing weeks of 1960. 
Prices also declined slightly in the market for tax-exempt 
securities, which absorbed a large volume of new issues, 
but the corporate bond market exhibited a firmer tone, 
strengthened in part by the relative dearth of new issues.

MEMBER BANK RESERVES

Market factors released reserves to member banks over 
the month as a whole, although there were some wide 
week-to-week swings, largely of a seasonal nature, within 
the period. A steady decline in currency in circula
tion, marking the usual post-holiday reflux of currency to 
the banking system, was the major source of reserves,

providing about $1.2 billion over the four weeks. In 
addition, a lower average level of required reserves, re
flecting a seasonal decline in bank loans and Government 
demand deposits, released about $270 million of reserves. 
The partially offsetting drain on reserves arose primarily 
from a seasonal decline in float, which (although un
expectedly reversed in the last half of the month as snow
storms swept the country) was responsible for a net 
reserve decline of about $550 million. The continuing 
gold outflow also absorbed reserves.

System open market operations added to reserves dur
ing the first statement week of the period—which included 
the year-end period of augmented liquidity needs—but 
then absorbed reserves over the balance of the period, 
offsetting a good part of the net gains arising from market 
factors. Over the period December 28 to January 25 as 
a whole, System holdings of Government securities de-

Changes in Factors Tesa£lK& te Xsert&ae Xfeersas* Mmmhmt 
Bank Reserve*, January 1961 

In millions of dollars; (4-) denotes increase,
(—) decrease in excess reserves

Daily averages—wsek ended
Net

changes

i

Factor
Jan.
4

i
i Jan. 
I 11

Jan.
18

Jan.
25

Operating transactions
Treasury operations*....................................... +  81

1
+  27 -  122 +  17 +  3 

— 553Federal Reserve float....................................... -  348 -  468 +  52 +  211
Currency in circulation................................... +  346 +  212 +  350 +  323 +1,231 

-  377Gold and foreign account................................ -  119 -  113 -  44 -  101
Other deposits, ete.......................................... -  31 +  134 -  1 -  100 +  2

T otal.............................................. -  71 -  207 +  235 +  350 +  307

Direct Federal Reserve credit transactions
Government securities:

Direct market purchases or sales............... +  38 
+  263

+  127

+  2 -  38 -  127 — 125
Held under repurchase agreements........... -  253 -  119 — 19 — 128

Loans, discounts, and advances:
Member bank borrowings........................... -  125 -  16 +  12 — 2

+  1 +  1 +  1 +  3
Bankers’ acceptances:

Bought outright............................................ 4- 2 -  1 -  2 —  1
Under repurchase agreements.................... +  15 -  14 -  6 — 6

Total.............................................. +  445 -  390 -  178 -  137 -  260

Member bank reserves
With Federal Reserve Banks......................... +  374 

+  121
-  597 - f  57 

+  11
+  213 
-  77

+  47 
-  65Cash allowed as reserves t ............................... -  120

Total reservesf..................................................... +  495 
-  179

-  717 +  68 +  136 
+  18

— 18
Effect of change in required reserves f ............. +  279 +  152 +  270

Excess reserves f .................................................. +  316 -  438 +  220 +  154 +  252

Daily average level of member'bank: 
Borrowings from Reserve Banks.................... 176 51 35 47 771

8311 
754 J

Excess reserves f .......................................... 1,011
835

573 793 947
Free reserves f ................................................... 522 758 900

Note: Because of rounding, figures do not necessarily add to totals. 
* Includes changes in Treasury currency and cash, 
f  These figures are estimated.
X Average for four weeks ended January 25 ,1961.
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clined by $478 million, as outright holdings were lower 
by $201 million and holdings under repurchase agree
ments were reduced by $277 million.

Free reserves of all member banks averaged $754 mil
lion for the four statement weeks in January, up from 
the average of $651 million in December. Average excess 
reserves amounted to $831 million, an increase of $117 
million, and average borrowings at the Federal Reserve 
rose by $14 million to $77 million.

GOVERNMENT SECURITIES MARKET

After a vigorous price rise through most of December, 
the market for Treasury issues turned cautious again in 
January. Prices of Treasury notes and bonds moved 
irregularly downward through the first half of the month 
and recovered part way in the latter half, to show net 
declines over the whole period, ranging from x%2 to 
1 1 % 2  for intermediate maturities and from 2%2 to 
1 22/s2 for longer term issues.

Prices of intermediate- and long-term Government se
curities suffered a setback at the opening of the new year, 
following the burst of strength on swaps for tax and 
maturity-lengthening purposes in the closing days of 1960, 
and a heavy tone continued almost without interruption 
to the middle of the month. Price declines in the early 
days of the month were partly attributable to profit-taking 
by a number of commercial banks which had reportedly 
decided to regard 1961 as a “low profit” year during which 
it would be advantageous from a tax standpoint to realize 
capital gains. Other influences contributing to the price 
declines included uncertainties generated by the situation 
in Laos, the deterioration of United States relations with 
Cuba, the continued outflow of gold, and occasional press 
comment to the effect that an upturn in economic activity 
might soon become apparent. Moreover, the steady rise of 
stock prices and uncertainties relating to tax and expendi
ture policies of the incoming Administration also may 
have had some influence. Against this background, skep
ticism regarding any further significant fall in interest 
rates was reflected in a tendency toward switches in the 
direction of shorter maturities, especially on the part of 
commercial banks, while dealers apparently were attempt
ing to lighten their positions.

In the second half of the month prices of notes and 
bonds recovered part of their lost ground, apparently influ
enced by some professional short covering and by the 
publication of data indicating further declines in business 
activity—notably the report of a further dip in industrial 
production in December, which followed closely the dis
closure of a sharp rise in unemployment. Also, news of re

duction of the discount rate of the West German central 
bank from 4 to 3 Vi per cent gave reason to expect a 
slackening in the rate of outflow of short-term capital. 
While there was little significant demand for longer term 
issues over most of January, neither was there any per
sistent or strong selling pressure;—a situation reflecting un
certainty and hesitation on both sides of the market. By 
the close of the month, the average yield on long-term 
bonds was 3.90 per cent, compared with 3.79 per cent at 
the end of December, while the average yield on inter
mediate issues was 3.59 per cent, compared with 3.34 per 
cent a month earlier.

In the Treasury bill market, contrary to the usual 
seasonal movements, rates rose moderately over the first 
half of the month from the reduced levels reached just 
before Christmas, when the six-month bill was auctioned 
at 2.33 per cent and three-month bills were bid to yield 
2.15 per cent. The rise in rates over the first few days of 
the new year was related more to a weakening of demand 
than to widespread selling. Government securities dealers, 
who were carrying large inventories, increased rates in 
order to attract buying interest, which appeared to be 
somewhat hesitant in view of the impending January 11 
roll-over auction of $1.5 billion one-year bills. Meanwhile, 
the regular weekly auction on January 9—the first of 
the new year—was characterized by a lack of aggres
siveness, and average issuing rates on new three- and 
six-month bills rose 15 and 17 basis points, respectively, 
above the rates in the last auction in December. These 
higher issuing rates evoked some bank and nonbank de
mand, and rates edged downward as the market began 
to feel the effects of seasonal return flows of funds to 
banks, along with improved corporate liquidity positions. 
The market, thus strengthened, easily absorbed the roll
over auction of one-year bills at an average issuing rate 
of 2.679 per cent, somewhat lower than had been ex
pected and much below the 3.131 per cent rate at the last 
auction of one-year bills in October.

Over the balance of the month the bill market alter
nately was confident and cautious, while rates moved 
within a comparatively narrow range. On the strengthen
ing side, there was a marked increase in demand, par
ticularly in bank demand, as a result of enlarged excess 
reserve positions. Demand was concentrated in bills of 
short maturity, reflecting a tendency of banks and 
other investors to place funds in the most liquid instru
ments until stronger convictions could be formed as to 
the future course of the economy. The influences pro
ducing greater caution included the Treasury announce
ments of its intention to raise $100 million, $200 million, 
and another $200 million, respectively, of new cash in its
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FEBRUARY 1961

Commercial and Industrial Loans Outstanding at Large New York City Banks, by Industry and by Term
January  25 , 1961  

In millions of dollars

Business of borrower

Loans outstanding on 
January 25,1961

Net change 
from January 18,1961

Net change 
from January 27,1960

With original maturity of

All
loans*

With original maturity of

All
loans*

With original maturity of

All
loans*

1 year 
or under

More than 
1 year

1 year 
or under

More than 
1 year

1 year 
or under

More than 
1 year

Manufacturing and mining:
Food, liquor, and tobacco ............................... 402 85 487 — 40 __ -  40 — 31 2 -  29
Textiles, apparel, and lea th e r........................... 434 97 531 4 -  8 — 4 27 — 47 -  20
Metals and metal p roducts............................... 872 1,102 1,974 — 3 — — 3

23 -  1 22
Petroleum, coal, chemicals, and rubber............. 239 1,655 1,894 — 1 — — 1 -  29 163 134
Other manufacturing and m ining..................... 258 364 622 -  16 1 — 15 22 87 109

Trade—wholesale and re ta il .................................. 553 185 738 — 26 2 -  24 — 1 -  33 -  34
Commodity dealers ................................................. 291 15 306 7 — 7 -  81 4 -  77
Public utilities (including transportation)............. 533 1,812 2,345 -  20 9 — 11 — 1 -  86 -  87
Construction ........................................................... 134 58 192 — — —

43
— 7 36

Other types of business loans:
Bankers’ acceptances.......................................... 237 0 237 -  6 — -  6 197 ___ 197
All other ............................................................. 441 485 926 2 — 2 ___ 25 -  39 -  14

Total ........................................................................ 4,394 5,858 10,252 — 99 2 -  97 194 43 237

* Excluding unclassified loans which amount to less than 1 per cent of the total.
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Commercial and Industrial Loans Outstanding at Large New York City Banks, by Industry and by Term
January 27, 1960— January  18, 1961 

In millions of dollars

Week ended:

Manufacturing and mining

Trade 
(wholesale and 

retail)
Commodity 

dea lers

Public utilities 
(including 

transportation) Construction

Other types of business

Total*Food, liquor, 
and tobacco

Textiles, apparel, 
and leather

Metals and 
metal products

Petroleum, coal, 
chemicals, 
and rubber Other

Bankers’
acceptances All other

With original maturity of: With original m aturity of: With original maturity of: With original maturity of: With original 
maturity of:

1 year 
or 

under

More 
than 1 year

1 year 
or 

under

More 
than 1 year

1 year 
or 

under

More 
than 1 year

1 year 
or 

under

More 
than 1 year

1 year 
or 

under

More 
than 1 year

1 year 
or 

under

More 
than 1 year

1 year 
or 

under

More 
than 1 year

1 year 
or 

under

More 
than 1 year

1 year 
or 

under

More 
than 1 year

1 year 
or 

under

More 
than 1 year

1 year 
or 

under

More 
than 1 year

1 year 
or 

under

More 
than 1 year

I960: January 27 433 83 407 144 849 1,103 268 1,492 236 277 554 218 372 11 534 1,898 91 65 40 0 416 524 4,200 5,815

February 3 434 83 421 147 881 1,104 255 1,477 233 277 552 215 381 11 539 1,898 97 64 47 0 423 522 4,263 5,798
10 412 88 436 152 905 1,104 258 1,475 243 277 543 214 362 12 537 1,898 96 64 61 0 418 517 4,271 5,801
17 445 90 461 152 937 1,114 260 1,451 249 277 542 214 346 12 545 1,901 95 62 53 0 420 523 4,353 5,796
24 391 90 474 151 956 1,117 264 1,448 249 278 541 214 362 12 523 1,877 100 61 44 0 421 524 4,325 5,772

March 2 431 90 488 155 976 1,134 252 1,443 250 276 555 215 344 11 518 1,857 105 59 57 0 418 528 4,394 5,768
9 391 90 505 155 975 1,133 255 1,442 263 280 557 215 334 12 483 1,864 107 59 63 0 419 529 4,352 5,779

16 427 90 542 158 1,080 1,136 264 1,450 284 287 597 218 314 12 538 1,875 114 58 72 0 416 542 4,648 5,826
23 412 90 546 158 1,093 1,147 263 1,441 287 288 608 215 297 12 519 1,883 111 58 70 0 415 542 4,621 5,834
30 392 86 543 159 1,113 1,158 264 1,440 285 289 606 212 263 11 549 1,876 112 58 70 0 423 548 4,620 5,837

April 6 365 86 545 157 1,118 1,117 262 1,464 290 281 610 211 241 12 548 1,842 111 58 73 0 419 550 4,582 5,778
13 346 84 550 134 1,135 1,110 274 1,465 290 283 644 210 231 11 508 1,837 110 58 64 0 424 554 4,576 5,746
20 349 86 536 134 1,123 1,097 273 1,470 282 284 640 210 225 10 504 1,828 114 58 71 0 426 532 4,543 5,709
27 312 86 532 134 1,128 1,110 252 1,469 283 285 643 209 229 10 490 1,838 113 59 90 0 431 533 4,503 5,733

May 4 319 93 527 133 1,132 1,104 243 1,449 294 289 641 207 218 10 522 1,762 118 60 80 0 432 527 4,526 5,634
11 313 93 528 136 1,144 1,108 246 1,445 304 292 647 208 224 10 507 1,752 117 60 71 0 426 526 4,527 5,630
18 318 93 526 135 1,140 1,112 241 1,504 318 293 658 214 214 10 492 1,746 115 61 75 0 427 530 4,524 5,698
25 282 94 520 133 1,172 1,109 231 1,502 319 293 652 212 211 10 491 1,770 114 62 78 0 420 521 4,490 5,706

June 1 317 93 523 133 1,164 1,107 222 1,496 322 292 655 212 221 11 496 1,760 109 58 85 0 430 514 4,544 5,676
8 258 94 529 133 1,160 1,114 215 1,495 328 295 651 212 221 11 480 1,733 108 58 63 0 424 518 4,437 5,663

15 302 95 547 133 1,249 1,117 231 1,482 346 298 658 214 196 10 530 1,745 109 59 73 0 426 518 4,667 5,671
22 300 93 552 132 1,254 1,124 224 1,484 365 302 657 214 188 10 527 1,753 110 60 76 0 429 522 4,682 5,694
29 305 91 557 131 1,259 1,113 223 1,481 358 300 664 215 185 10 549 1,752 109 60 71 0 437 522 4,717 5,675

July 6 293 91 564 109 1,163 1,104 215 1,457 357 316 654 213 190 10 572 1,771 109 59 78 0 429 514 4,624 5,644
13 242 91 577 n o 1,172 1,099 216 1,459 366 321 642 212 186 12 537 1,772 108 62 103 0 428 515 4,577 5,653
20 243 90 579 108 1,126 1,098 202 1,465 364 330 634 212 177 12 546 1,739 107 62 82 0 427 517 4,487 5,633
27 220 90 595 110 1,105 1,092 205 1,468 360 329 632 213 161 11 538 1,737 111 62 92 0 423 518 4,442 5,630

August 3 248 83 611 103 1,128 1,100 202 1,472 368 328 616 186 179 12 551 1,742 111 63 116 0 427 495 4,557 5,584
10 224 89 621 103 1,102 1,092 205 1,472 373 327 625 184 175 12 538 1,738 113 63 120 0 431 485 4,527 5,565
17 244 93 641 107 1,085 1,093 218 1,477 378 333 623 185 175 14 510 1,738 114 63 98 0 421 480 4,507 5,583
24 228 93 647 104 1,061 1,101 207 1,479 380 319 627 184 170 14 458 1,740 113 67 93 0 412 488 4,396 5,589
31 250 92 659 104 1,047 1,110 203 1,475 382 313 638 186 173 14 477 1,761 112 67 110 0 408 490 4,459 5,612

September 7 253 91 664 115 1,059 1,100 199 1,472 378 313 646 185 178 14 474 1,764 111 67 70 0 414 483 4,446 5,604
14 269 92 653 124 1,116 1,101 204 1,474 387 314 648 183 187 14 488 1,792 111 69 90 0 410 481 4,563 5,644
21 294 85 639 123 1,156 1,093 206 1,479 390 311 650 178 195 14 554 1,795 115 69 100 0 409 470 4,708 5,617
28 301 85 628 123 1,160 1,095 198 1,479 385 311 656 177 202 14 549 1,807 114 69 101 0 412 472 4,706 5,632

October 5 349 81 621 111 1,078 1,078 202 1,473 394 303 671 175 216 14 485 1,760 113 69 91 0 421 468 4,641 5,532
12 356 81 616 111 1,074 1,055 193 1,479 389 321 670 197 240 14 422 1,775 116 69 111 0 418 468 4,605 5,570
19 397 81 577 110 1,040 1,061 207 1,481 382 319 685 197 238 15 428 1,777 122 69 125 0 416 470 4,617 5,580
26 391 82 552 109 1,003 1,066 208 1,487 370 319 697 196 272 16 442 1,750 120 68 154 0 419 468 4,628 5,561

November 2 425 84 548 109 1,045 1,071 227 1,475 367 310 715 188 288 16 496 1,756 120 60 171 0 416 464 4,818 5,533
9 401 87 533 108 1,026 1,069 230 1,473 361 310 716 188 294 16 491 1,732 120 59 158 0 422 465 4,752 5,507

16 443 90 521 106 1,048 1,075 231 1,498 359 310 727 189 291 15 493 1,729 121 60 161 0 431 465 4,826 5,537
23 416 93 498 106 1,035 1,080 232 1,494 351 310 735 190 291 15 496 1,737 129 57 157 0 419 465 4,759 5,547
30 452 98 479 106 1,013 1,083 237 1,494 325 327 752 190 295 15 531 1,738 126 59 202 0 419 466 4,831 5,576

December 7 450 101 474 104 996 1,071 223 1,488 322 332 744 189 292 15 501 1,703 126 59 204 0 421 473 4,753 5,535
14 492 96 472 103 1,007 1,074 237 1,478 314 338 738 189 300 15 507 1,728 132 58 248 0 424 479 4,871 5,558
21 530 96 458 103 1,037 1,098 238 1,530 309 342 702 189 309 15 513 1,792 124 60 250 0 431 487 4,901 5,712
28 500 95 449 103 1,014 1,110 236 1,564 306 359 650 182 311 15 523 1,804 129 59 203 0 435 485 4,756 5,776

1961: January 4 508 92 435 104 890 1,109 244 1,589 295 361 607 183 307 15 556 1,832 134 57 223 0 434 479 4,633 5,821
11 460 91 438 106 890 1,110 243 1,641 290 363 592 182 285 15 551 1,813 134 56 224 0 436 482 4,543 5,859
18 442 85 430 105 875 1,102 240 1,655 274 363 579 183 284 15 553 1,803 134 58 243 0 439 487 4,493 5,856

* Excluding unclassified loans which amount to  less than 1 per cent of the total.
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regular weekly auctions on January 16, 23, and 30. 
Another moderating influence, at the close of the month, 
was the Treasury announcement on January 30 that the 
February refunding operation would be accomplished 
through a cash offering rather than on an exchange basis. 
In the final weekly bill auctions of the month the 91- and 
182-day bills were sold at average issuing rates of 2.299 
and 2.497 per cent, respectively. The new bills were bid 
to yield 2.32 and 2.52 per cent, respectively, in “when- 
issued” trading on January 31, compared with 2.20 and 
2.40 per cent for similar issues a month earlier.

OTHER SECURITIES MARKETS

During January, the volume of new publicly offered 
corporate bonds amounted to $170 million—one of 
the lowest monthly totals in recent years—from $301 mil
lion in December and $311 million in January 1960. The 
paucity of new issues, in combination with a broad insti
tutional demand, threatened to deplete dealer inventories 
of certain issues and at the same time produced a marked 
upward movement of prices. The average yield on 
Moody’s Aaa-rated corporate bonds declined to 4.30 per 
cent, 5 basis points below the end-of-December level.

In contrast, the volume of new tax-exempt flotations 
rose seasonally above the $442 million December level 
to $650 million, slightly exceeding the January 1960 total 
of $610 million. Moody’s average yield on Aaa-rated 
tax-exempt issues was 3.16 per cent at month end, 5 basis 
points over the month. Although a note of caution over 
the impending heavy volume of new offerings was appar
ent in the tax-exempt market during early January, the 
new issues met with receptions ranging from fair to ex
cellent, with most offerings receiving a favorable response.

Among the larger issues was a State offering of $95 mil
lion of Aa-rated bonds, maturing 1963-87, at a net inter
est cost of 3.6838 per cent, which were reoffered to 
yield 1.95-3.80 per cent. A municipal government issue 
of $76.5 million of A-rated bonds, maturing 1962-91, 
was sold at a net interest cost of 3.42 per cent and was 
reoffered to yield from 1.70-3.80 per cent. Both issues 
were reported very well received. The light calendar and 
broad demand in the secondary market for corporate 
bonds have contributed to the generally successful ab
sorption of a large volume of new tax-exempt issues since 
the beginning of the year, and have helped to impart some 
firmness to both markets. Activity in the tax-exempt sec
tor was largely confined to new offerings, as some difficulty 
was encountered in reducing inventories of older issues.

In the market for short-term paper, several rates were 
adjusted downward during the month. Effective January 
4, major finance companies reduced their rates on directly 
placed paper maturing in three to four months and over 
six months by Vs of a percentage point. (At the same 
time, they raised the rate slightly on 30- to 59-day paper 
by setting a uniform 2s/s per cent rate on 30- to 89-day 
maturities.) On January 5 and again on January 24, 
commercial paper dealers lowered their rates on prime 
4- to 6-month paper by Vs of a percentage point; this made 
the new offered rate 2% per cent on the latter date, thus 
narrowing the rate spread between commercial paper and 
Treasury bills. Also effective January 24, several major 
finance companies cut their rates by Vs to XA  per cent on 
various maturities up to eight months, making the rate on 
30- to 89-day paper 23/s per cent. Rates on bankers’ ac
ceptances were reduced by Vs of a percentage point for all 
maturities effective January 30, bringing the bid rate on 
90-day unendorsed acceptances to 2% per cent.

Term Lending by New York City Banks

The growth in term lending to business by commercial 
banks in recent years has stimulated lively discussion 
regarding the significance of this practice for the economy 
and its meaning for the role of commercial banks in the 
financial structure. In view of this interest, the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York a year ago initiated the 
gathering of current statistics on the volume of New York 
City bank term loans. From now on, these figures will 
be published on a weekly basis. The purpose of this 
article is to describe these statistics and to indicate what 
they add to our knowledge of term lending.

SOURCES OF STATISTICAL INFORMATION

Statistics on the volume and characteristics of term 
loans have always been rather sketchy. The principal 
sources of information are the Commercial Loan Surveys 
conducted by the Federal Reserve System as of a single 
day in late 1946, 1955, and 1957 and a few earlier 
surveys of more limited scope conducted by the Federal 
Reserve and other organizations. Apart from the new 
data to be presented here, current information on the 
volume of term loans is provided only by the Quarterly
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Financial Report for Manufacturing Corporations com
piled jointly by the Federal Trade Commission and the 
Securities and Exchange Commission from corporate 
records. Although this Report is most valuable for many 
purposes, it is confined to only one sector of business 
and contains no information on the volume or structure 
of term lending by particular categories of banks.

In view of the growing importance of term loans in 
the lending activities of commercial banks, this Bank has 
for some time been collecting term loan data for New 
York City banks on a regular basis. Since January 27, 
1960, the ten largest New York City banks have been 
reporting weekly a breakdown of their total volume of 
business loans outstanding according to the business of 
the borrower and the maturity of the loan. Loans with 
an original maturity of one year or under are classified 
as short term and those having a maturity of more than 
one year as term loans. The banks have also been report
ing weekly figures for loan extensions and repayments, 
broken down into the same categories.

In the course of 1960, these data have been improved 
to the point of justifying publication. The first report, 
covering the statement week ended January 25, 1961, is 
reproduced on the inserted page.1

WHAT IS A “TERM” LOAN?

A bank loan has many dimensions, such as purpose, 
maturity, collateral, method of repayment, type of bor
rower, etc. Two of these—purpose and maturity—are 
usually employed to identify term loans. The view under
lying the new statistics is that “term” loans are long-term 
loans to business firms for business purposes; conse
quently, a loan is recorded as a term loan if it is a business 
loan with an original maturity longer than one year. This 
definition, however, does not cover all the types of loans 
that might be regarded as term loans for particular ana
lytical purposes. The various categories of loans that 
might be defined as term loans, and the extent to which 
they are covered by the new statistics, are discussed below.

o r d in a r y  t e r m  l o a n s . These are business loans with 
an original maturity of more than one year and repayable 
in a lump sum or in periodic instalments. Such loans 
typically are based on a formal loan agreement contain

1 Reports will cover the statement week ended the previous 
Wednesday and are expected to be available each Tuesday morning 
in financial and other major New York City daily newspapers. No 
mailing list will be established for this report. Loan totals in the 
new release, covering ten banks, will differ by small amounts from 
the business loan totals for the fifteen weekly reporting member 
banks in New York City, which are published in the weekly condition 
report each Friday morning.

ing the terms and conditions of credit extension as well 
as various provisions regarding the administration of the 
loan and the financial conduct of the debtor. These loans 
constitute the bulk of the loans in the “maturity of more 
than one year” category carried in the new statistics.

BANK CREDIT EXTENDED UNDER REVOLVING CREDIT OR
s t a n d - b y  a g r e e m e n t s . Such loans may technically be 
classified as short-term business loans, because the notes 
evidencing the debt are of short-term maturity—typically 
ninety days. The loan agreement, however, permits the 
borrower to renew the note at maturity for the next ninety- 
day period, and so on, with the credits remaining on the 
books for periods as long as two years or more. Since the 
borrower enjoys a long-term use of credit, such loans 
therefore might also be classified as term loans.

In the data now being collected for the City banks, 
bank loans extended under revolving credit or stand-by 
agreement are counted as term loans (although it might 
eventually be desirable to have such loans reported sepa
rately). The Commercial Loan Surveys of 1955 and 1957 
did not classify revolving credits as term loans unless the 
original maturity of the note evidencing the debt was more 
than one year; consequently, the new data are not fully 
comparable to the Loan Survey figures.

c o n t i n u o u s l y  r e n e w e d  s h o r t -t e r m  l o a n s . As is gen
erally known, many short-term loans are in effect term 
loans because they are more or less routinely renewed 
whenever they come to maturity. These loans, therefore, 
are in some ways similar to loans extended under revolv
ing credit agreements—the major difference is the lack 
of a formal agreement. Because of the difficulty of segre
gating continuously renewed short-term loans in bank 
records, however, these loans are not classified as term 
loans or otherwise identified in the new statistics on term 
loans.

BUSINESS LOANS SECURED BY REAL ESTATE. Business firms

often borrow from banks on a pledge of business property. 
A significant portion of such loans is of long-term maturity 
and the proceeds are typically used to finance capital ex
penditures or additions to permanent working capital. 
They might, therefore, be regarded as term loans, and were 
so counted in the Commercial Loan Surveys of 1955 and 
1957. For call report purposes and in the weekly re
porting bank statistics, however, business loans secured 
by real estate are classified as real estate loans. The new 
statistics exclude such loans entirely, but this is of minor 
significance because such loans by New York City banks 
amount to less than 1 per cent of all their business loans.
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TH E  C ITY  B A N K S  A N D  T H E  N A T IO N A L  
T E R M -L O A N  M A R K ET

Term lending generally plays a more important role 
at the large New York City banks than at other banks, 
whether measured by the importance of such loans in 
loan portfolios or by the share these banks hold of the 
national term-loan market. Term loans presently con
stitute more than one half of all business loan volume at 
the New York City banks, while at other member banks 
the proportion is only about one third. Similarly, the 
share of the City banks in the term-loan aggregate for all 
member banks is roughly two fifths, although their share 
in total assets amounts to only about one fifth.

The greater importance of term loans at New York City 
banks largely reflects the fact that the City banks service 
large customers located throughout the country and 
abroad. At all City banks such large customers account 
for a significant portion, and at a few of them for the bulk 
of the bank’s business. Since these national business 
firms have a substantial demand for long-term funds, the 
City banks with their large capital have wider opportuni
ties, and are under heavier competitive pressure, to ex
tend term loans than many banks located elsewhere.

Another factor that affects the extent of the banks’ term 
lending activities is their preference regarding the types 
of long-term loans in their portfolio. At the majority 
of banks outside New York, a significant proportion of 
all assets is invested in real estate loans of medium- or 
long-term maturity. At the City banks, real estate loans 
of all kinds are much less significant; they amounted, as 
of October 1960, to about 2 per cent of total assets for 
the ten large City banks taken together, compared with 
about 13 per cent at all member banks outside New York.

The composition of liabilities of the City banks may 
also have a significant impact on their term lending activi
ties. However, the influence of this factor may differ 
among the banks, reflecting divergences in the composi
tion of their liabilities. Thus, banks that have relatively 
larger amounts of savings-type deposits might be more 
inclined to extend term loans. In addition, the large 
number of checking accounts, business and other, held 
by some City banks may make them less vulnerable to 
sharp fluctuations in individual balances and impart a 
measure of stability and predictability to their reserve 
positions that may encourage longer term lending. On 
the other hand, banks whose deposits consist predomi
nantly of the balances of large business firms or corre
spondent banks, which are considerably more volatile 
than most other types of deposits, may tend to be more 
restrained in their term lending activities.

The importance of large borrowers in the New York

term-loan market is reflected in the heavy concentration 
of these loans held by a few industry groups. The bulk 
of City bank term loans (in dollar terms) is extended to 
borrowers in basic industries characterized by the pre
dominance of relatively large firms, as can be seen in 
Chart I. As of January 1961, public utilities accounted 
for about 31 per cent of the total; the petroleum, chemi
cals, coal, and rubber industries, 28 per cent; and the 
metals and metal products industries, about 19 per cent. 
The remaining loans were distributed among the vari
ous other industries with no significant concentration 
in any one group. At member banks outside New York 
City the total share of the three basic borrower groups— 
petroleum-chemicals, metals, and public utilities—in term 
loans is only about 40 per cent; about 20 per cent is 
accounted for by trade industries, 15 per cent by manu
facturing industries other than metals and petroleum- 
chemicals, and the rest by still other borrowers.2

Moreover, the total share of the three major groups 
in New York City term loans generally tended to increase

2 While the figures for outside New York City refer to October 
1957, the latest date for which the national figures are available, it is 
unlikely that the basic difference in the structure of term lending be
tween New York City and other banks has been significantly affected 
by subsequent developments.
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in the 1955-61 period, mainly reflecting rapid growth 
in term borrowing by the metals group. Over the same 
period, the volume of loans to some other industry groups 
actually declined; loans outstanding to the food, liquor, 
and tobacco as well as to the textiles, apparel, and leather 
groups fell by one third between 1957 and 1960.

The concentration of term lending by the City banks is 
also reflected in the shares of these banks within the 
national totals for the various industries. In October 1957 
the City banks held, for instance, about 60 per cent of all 
member bank term loans to the petroleum-chemicals as 
well as to the public utilities group, compared with an 
over-all share of the City banks in member bank term 
loans of 38 per cent. Firms in the textiles, apparel, and 
leather group also obtain a substantial portion (more than 
one half in 1957) of their long-term bank funds from the 
large New York City banks. On the other hand, the City 
banks’ share in nation-wide term loans to metal fabricators 
in 1957 was 39 per cent, approximately the same as their 
share in the over-all total, while the trade, service, con
struction, and manufacturing industries other than metals, 
petroleum-chemicals, and textiles obtain in New York only 
a limited portion of their long-term bank funds—about 
20 per cent according to the 1957 data.

T R E N D S  IN N EW  Y O R K  C ITY T E R M  L O A N S , 1 9 S S -6 1

Term loans at New York City banks rose from $3.5 
billion in October 1955 to $5.9 billion in January 1961. 
Most of the rise took place during 1955-57, a period of 
rapid business expansion; in these two years the dollar 
volume of term loans rose by about 50 per cent. The 
trend of term lending during the subsequent 1957-58 
recession is not clear, because adequate data are not 
available for these years. Between October 1957 and 
January 1960, however, the City banks’ term loans rose 
from $5.2 billion to $5.8 billion, a rise of roughly 11 
per cent.3 Thereafter, from January through November 
1960, the volume of term loans gradually declined to 
$5.6 billion, but this decline was reversed in December 
1960 and January 1961 (see Chart II).

There is evidence that conversion of short-term loans 
into formal term loans may have been of importance in 
the growth of term borrowing by some industries, notably

3 These figures probably overstate somewhat the actual increase due 
to differences in die coverage of the Commercial Loan Surveys and 
the presently collected data on term loans. The surveys included re
volving credits as term loans, while the more recent data do not. An 
alternative source of information on term loans—long-term bank 
indebtedness by manufacturing corporations as reported by the 
FTC-SEC—shows a rise in term loans till March 1958, followed by 
a 4 per cent drop between March 1958 and March 1959, after which 
the rise resumed. For the late 1957 to early 1960 period, referred
to above, there was a 7 per cent increase.

Chart II

TERM AND SHORT-TERM LOANS 
AT LARGE NEW YORK CITY BANKS

Not*: Figures plotted o n  fw lb* l«*: W«diM«day lh*

the metals and metal products and the public utilities 
groups. Thus term loans to the metals group advanced by 
$310 million between October 1957 and October 1959, e 
rise of about 40 per cent, while short-term loans to this in
dustry declined by about $360 million, or some 30 per 
cent.4 In the preceding two-year period, from October 
1955 to October 1957, these short-term loans had more 
than doubled. A similar pattern in short-term and term 
loan movements, although much less pronounced, also 
was observed in borrowings by public utilities.

The shift from short-term to term loans may have 
happened in two related ways. A number of large corpo
rations are said to have financed their substantial capital 
expenditures of 1955-57 partially by borrowing from com
mercial banks with the intention of refinancing later 
through bond or equity flotations. Hie available statistics 
on sources and uses of corporate funds, however, show 
little evidence of such refinancing, and a substantial part 
of these term loans may have remained on the books. In 
addition, some short-term loans that were actually 
“continuous” loans, in practice renewed routinely at 
maturity, may have been converted into formal term loans.

The decline in term loans of the City banks during most 
of 1960 appears to reflect at least two major factors. First, 
there are indications that some City banks deliberately

♦ The figures for October 1959 were estimated by extending 
"backward” the January 1960 outstandings on the basis of partial 
loan extension and repayment data available for 1959. The October 
1959 estimates were needed to obtain figures that could be compared 
with the October 1957 data, since short-term loans usually show large 
seasonal fluctuations. Term loans apparently are not subject to sizable 
seasonal movements.
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curtailed long-term loan extensions. Second, the demand 
for such loans apparently declined during 1960, reflect
ing the easing of business conditions, and the accompany
ing easing of the capital market and liquidity of the 
corporate sector.

As a result of the rise in the City banks’ term loans 
between 1955 and 1960, the share of term loans in the 
business loan portfolio of these banks has increased sig
nificantly (see table). In October 1955 the City banks’ 
term loans accounted for 47 per cent of all their outstand
ing business loans, but by October 1957 the ratio had 
grown to 51 per cent. During this period both term and 
short-term loans rose substantially but the rise in term 
loans was more rapid. Over the following two-year period, 
from October 1957 to October 1959, the proportion of 
term loans at City banks grew even faster, to reach an 
estimated 57 per cent of total business loans in October
1959. This, however, was caused mainly by a decline of 
15 per cent in short-term loans, while term loans continued 
to rise (although more slowly than before). The four- 
year rise in the share of term loans was finally reversed 
during 1960, with the proportion of term to total business 
loans dipping to 55 per cent by October 1960.

C O N C L U SIO N

The developments in term lending by banks during 
1955-60 provide strong evidence that commercial banks 
are an important source for long-term funds to finance 
capital expenditures by industry. Since capital expendi
tures by business are the major and often also the most

Business Loans at Large New York City Banks 
by Maturity and Major Borrower Groups, Selected Dates

Type tf  loan Oct. 6 
1059

O et.lt
1957

Oct. 14 
1050

Oct 12 
1060

Li billions of dollars

▲H business loans............................................ 7.4 10.4 10.0 10.2

Short-term loans............................................. S.9 1.1 4.4 4.6

Term loans..................................................... 8.1 5.2 1.7 5.6
Metals and metal products.......................... 0.4 0.8 1.1 1.1
Petroleum, ohemioals, coal, rubber............... 1.0 1.7 1.5 1.5
Transportation, communication, and other

pubtie utilities..........................................
All other.....................................................

1.0
1.0

1.7
1.2

1.9
1.2

1.8
1.8

In per cent

Ratio of term to all clarified business loans....... 47 51 57 55

Note: Beoause of rounding, figures do not necessarily add to totals. Figure® for October 14, 
1050 an  partially estimated. The oorerage of short-term and term loans for 1050 and 1000 
differs from that for 1055 and 1057 (tee text). Loans to nonbank financial Institution* are 
excluded from all figures.

8ouroes: Commercial Loan Surrey*, 1055 and 1057; weekly reports to the Federal Reserve Bank 
of New York. 195*41.

volatile factor in the growth of the economy, the commer
cial banks’ ability and willingness to finance these expendi
tures is an important element to be considered in the 
analysis of business trends.

Many observers believe that the evolution of the term 
loan in the past quarter century has filled a real gap in the 
field of business finance. Term credit is said to be granted 
in many instances to small businesses that do not have 
ready access to the capital market. Moreover, for large 
business firms borrowing from banks may often be a 
quicker, cheaper, and more convenient means of raising 
long-term funds, particularly in the five- to eight-year 
maturity range, than flotations of bonds or equities in the 
capital markets. Bank term loans can be tailored to 
individual borrower needs through direct negotiations 
with the lending bank, thus giving the borrower more 
leeway in determining the repayment schedules and per
mitting more efficient use of the loan proceeds.

The expansion of term loans, however, also entails cer
tain drawbacks. After all, the primary function of com
mercial banks, whose principal liabilities are deposits 
withdrawable on demand, remains the meeting of short
term credit needs. For certain types of long-term lending, 
at least, other lenders (including individual investors) may 
sometimes be in a better position to judge and carry the 
risks involved. To the extent, moreover, that individual 
commercial banks engage in the extension of long-term 
loans to business firms, they lose a degree of flexibility in 
the management of their loan and investment portfolios, 
since term loans are not readily “shiftable”. Furthermore, 
the conversion of a large proportion of business loans into 
term loans by the commercial banking system as a whole 
may “freeze” these funds for prolonged periods of time 
and thereby deprive other borrowers, who may possess 
no other sources of credit than their banks, of access to 
short-term funds. The rapid shifting of resources in a 
dynamic economy, in the course of which new credit 
demands spring up in unexpected areas, requires that 
financial institutions preserve some freedom of maneuver 
in their operations.

Clearly it would be undesirable for the growth of the 
share of term loans in total loans to continue indefinitely. 
On the other hand, there is no single yardstick, such as 
the ratio of term to all business loans, by which the 
“appropriate” amount of term lending can be gauged. 
As mentioned earlier, many other factors, such as the 
composition of a bank’s other assets, the composition and 
volatility of its deposits, the size of its capital, the kinds of 
customers it has, and so on, must be considered. The new 
statistics presented here will contribute, it is hoped, to 
increased awareness and understanding of these issues.
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The Dollar and Our National Purpose*
By A l f r e d  H ay es 

President, Federal Reserve Bank of New York

When I spoke to you just two years ago, most of us 
were preoccupied with the difficult problem of checking 
pronounced inflationary tendencies, which were evident 
throughout our economy, without at the same time in
hibiting desirable economic growth. By and large, the 
efforts of monetary policy along these lines during 1959 
were working not only in behalf of a healthy domestic 
economy but also in the direction of an improved balance 
of payments. While monetary policy can take only a 
part—perhaps a small part—of the credit, the objective of 
checking a dangerous inflationary psychology was very 
largely accomplished. Unfortunately the twin objective 
of full use of our resources was not achieved. To what 
extent this was due to the disrupting influence of the steel 
strike may never be measured accurately. In any case, full 
recovery was not attained before new recessionary tend
encies began to appear, and therefore monetary policy 
began to swing over early in 1960 from restraint to ease.

As softness in business conditions persisted and became 
more accentuated, the resultant weakening of credit de
mands, together with a Federal Reserve policy of monetary 
ease, brought a substantial decline in short-term interest 
rates. And as this was reflected in a considerable flow 
of short-term capital from this country to Europe, reach
ing a peak in the summer and early autumn of 1960, it 
was demonstrated that monetary policies that were clearly 
helpful from a domestic point of view were having some 
effects that were not helpful to our international financial 
position. The result was that we were led to devise a 
policy that would assure ample availability of credit for 
as long as it was needed, but would at the same time hold 
the outflow of short-term capital from our shores to a 
tolerable limit. This is still the basic frame of reference 
for our current actions.

During the past few months the position of the dollar 
has been subject to more questioning and eyebrow-raising, 
here and abroad, than at any time in the last quarter 
century. I shall try to show a little later on why I think 
these doubts on the dollar have been unwarranted. But 
the mere fact that they exist is of the utmost importance

* An address before the thirty-third annual midwinter meeting of 
the New York State Bankers Association, New York City, January 23, 
1961.

to us. After all, the dollar is the foundation on which all 
of our international economic relationships—and in fact 
many of those of the entire Free World—have been based 
throughout the period of postwar reconstruction and de
velopment. We cannot allow any cloud on the dollar’s 
reputation to persist.

In a sense this concern about the dollar has come at an 
appropriate time, for the nation is apparently in a healthy 
mood of self-examination, of reappraisal of our broad 
objectives and our means to attain them. For lack of time 
and knowledge, I shall not dwell on the political and mili
tary aspects of this self-examination. But in the economic 
sphere the primary fact confronting us today is the urgent 
need of the underdeveloped areas of the world for sound 
advice and tangible assistance in achieving a better stand
ard of life. I believe there is general recognition in this 
country that we cannot shirk this obligation—to ourselves 
as well as to the world we live in—and that the total 
economic assistance forthcoming from the industrialized 
nations must increase rather than decrease. The aver
age man’s common sense tells him that a country rich 
enough to afford our standard of living is rich enough to 
do its part in this world task—and I am confident that the 
same feeling exists, and is in fact increasing, in the more 
prosperous countries of Western Europe. But where this 
popular understanding breaks down is in drawing the 
necessary conclusions as to the need for self-discipline— 
in the matter of costs and prices and in fiscal and monetary 
policy—if we are to translate this inherent ability to create 
a better world into practical accomplishment.

We bankers and central bankers are often accused of 
placing too much stress on financial soundness, to the detri
ment of human objectives. Yet most of the bankers I 
know are no less mindful of these human needs than is 
the average citizen; they are, however, often better ac
quainted with the limitations set by our economic and 
financial structures—and with the choices to be faced if 
monetary stability, a basic requirement of sound growth, 
is to be preserved. They are aware that, if the nation 
wishes to do more in the public sphere, either at home or 
abroad, its citizens must be willing to pay for these outlays 
through taxation. And while it would be pleasant if this 
taxation could be made painless by having economic 
growth provide these additional resources automatically
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within our present tax structure—or better still within 
a lower tax structure—we must also recognize that in 
periods when needs outstrip growth there will have to be 
conscious choices and perhaps conscious, but purposeful, 
sacrifices to meet these needs. At such times, given the 
already steep rates of taxation on income, additional 
revenues might well have to come from taxes on some of 
the less essential types of spending that now compete for 
our resources. Furthermore, when the question involves 
provision of assistance abroad, we must recognize that 
there is an additional hurdle—the hurdle of our inter
national balance of payments—which must be overcome 
before resources available in this country can be made 
available abroad in a form that will not do violence to the 
dollar’s stability.

So much has been said and written about the United 
States balance of payments that I shall try to be mercifully 
brief on this tortured but vital subject. For purposes of 
this discussion, I shall assume that in present circum
stances the “hard-core” balance-of-payments deficit—ex
clusive of short-term capital movements—is in the neigh
borhood of $2 billion annually. As is inevitable when a 
large number of items of inflow are lined up against an 
equally large number of items of outflow, there is no 
mathematically valid way of attributing the difference be
tween total inflow and total outflow to one or more specific 
causes. Thus, our balance-of-payments deficit could be 
ascribed to inadequate exports, excessive military outlays, 
too much foreign assistance, or excessive United States 
investments abroad, depending entirely on the analyst’s 
point of view.

Just as there is no single cause, there is also no single 
or easy cure for the deficits of recent years. A solution 
must be pursued vigorously along many different paths, 
not only by ourselves but also by our major trading part
ners, for whom the preservation and strengthening of the 
international payments mechanism is no less vital than for 
ourselves.

As to our exports, we can at least point to a very healthy 
rate of expansion in the past year, with the favorable 
merchandise trade balance recently running at an annual 
rate of better than $5 billion. This is a high figure his
torically, even after allowing for the favorable effects of a 
European boom; but it is not high enough, in view of the 
continuing heavy demands on our resources. My own 
judgment is that our position in the world obliges us to 
strive for even larger exports, and this means above all 
a need to keep our costs and prices as competitive as we 
can to make them. Fortunately, our effectiveness in attain
ing this goal should also contribute importantly to achiev
ing substantial economic growth with reasonable price

stability.
The various measures announced by the President last 

November to reduce American military expenditures 
abroad, and to tie our aid to developing countries to our 
own exports, should have a salutary, if gradual, effect on 
the favorable balance for total trade and services. There 
are other measures which can help to achieve a better 
trade balance, such as removal of quantitative import re
strictions abroad, lowering of excessive foreign tariffs, 
and removal of special unilateral incentives to American 
tourists to import duty-free foreign products (such incen
tives having been initiated largely as a conscious aid to 
closing the late-lamented “dollar gap”). In a parallel situa
tion in the immediate postwar years, when the United 
States ran a stubborn payments surplus, we took the lead 
in reducing tariffs and extending aid to others, in order 
to bring about a better international balance. While I 
recognize that “tying” has no place in normal private inter
national trade and lending, large-scale public assistance 
probably does justify “tying” for balance-of-payments 
reasons—and help “in kind” under such circumstances 
seems clearly preferable to a reduction in the amount of 
assistance.

There is no doubt in my mind that greater sharing of 
the burdens of foreign assistance and the defense of the 
Free World offers one of the most promising possibilities 
for betterment in our balance of payments. Here we are 
up against the difficult problem of finding appropriate 
“yardsticks” for dividing such burdens. Granted that there 
will never be complete agreement as to the relative impor
tance, for this purpose, of the various countries’ domestic 
national income and of their ability to handle the burden 
from a balance-of-payments standpoint, I am sure that a 
reasonable compromise can be achieved among men of 
good will seeking a common objective. The very persis
tence of large surpluses in some countries’ balance-of- 
payments positions could, in some circumstances, be taken 
as a rough indication that they might equitably undertake 
more of the burdens of defense and foreign aid. Already 
I have been impressed by the fact that many responsible 
leaders in Europe recognize that something along these 
lines can and must be done; and I believe that we shall 
see tangible progress on this front in the coming year, 
possibly centered around the co-ordinating activities of 
the new Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development.

Perhaps the most puzzling aspect of our whole balance 
of payments is the role played by private long-term invest
ment. Many of you are probably familiar with the analysis 
wherein the United States payments deficit is equated 
with our outflow of funds on private long-term capital
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account, leading to the conclusion that the problem is not 
too serious, since we are acquiring productive investments 
which will ultimately provide a heavy return flow of inter
est and dividends. Recognizing the validity of this argu
ment from the longer term standpoint, we must still face 
the problem of how to meet the balance-of-payments deficit 
here and now. One aspect of the matter that deserves 
study is the effect of existing United States and foreign 
tax laws on the flow of such investment and on the transfer 
of earnings to this country. There is the related question 
whether our tax laws should not differentiate between the 
less developed and the more industrialized countries, since 
special incentives are still appropriate for the former.

Another significant problem of our international private 
investment program is the growing tide of nationalism in 
countries which have been major recipients of long-term 
American capital. Granted that long-term private invest
ment on a world-wide scale remains a most promising 
source of higher living standards everywhere—just as it 
played a major role at one time in developing our own 
country—we should be rethinking some of these related 
problems which seem to be diluting some of the great 
mutual benefits of international investment. Perhaps some 
vehicle for the internationalization of private equity in
vestment might have fruitful possibilities, although direct 
investment by corporations will probably continue to be 
the mainstay of private investment.

Assuming as I do that by various means we can soon 
eliminate our “hard-core” deficit, two related questions 
may still remain unanswered: First, will we thereby remove 
a necessary source of world liquidity? Second, will the 
dollar still be in an unduly vulnerable position in the event 
that short-term capital outflows, and induced gold outflows, 
should threaten confidence in our currency?

On the first point, it has been argued that the United 
States should deliberately continue to run moderate deficits 
in its balance of payments—averaging, say, one half a bil
lion to a billion dollars annually—in order to add to total 
foreign reserves of gold and dollars over the long run. 
This would tend to follow from the fact that United States 
balance-of-payments deficits over the past decade have in 
fact been a major source of needed additional monetary 
reserves of European and other countries, and hence have 
helped to fill a need for world liquidity that could not have 
been wholly met from limited new gold production. There 
may be some force in this argument, if we take the long 
view, although I am persuaded that for the near future 
there is ample international liquidity and no need for us 
to incur deficits to meet such a need. Moreover, in the 
longer run, United States contributions to world liquidity 
should be the result of deliberate decisions made at our

discretion, rather than the chance by-product of excessive 
spending and lending abroad in relation to our resources. 
The final answer to the tenability of such deficits depends 
on whether we can maintain sufficient faith in the dollar 
so that modestly higher aggregate short-term liabilities in 
relation to our gold holdings are supportable. This leads 
to consideration of the second question.

If our basic balance-of-payments deficit is virtually 
eliminated—except for cyclical fluctuations that might 
cause deficits in some years and offsetting surpluses in 
others—I can see little reason to fear periods of serious 
loss of confidence in the dollar, provided we are pursuing 
policies at home, both in Government and in the private 
economy, which are calculated to keep our costs and 
prices competitive. The balance-of-payments deficit having 
been corrected, our present gold holdings of about $17V£ 
billion seem ample, both in relation to the world’s total 
monetary gold stock and in relation to the $19 billion of 
our liquid foreign liabilities (excluding liabilities to inter
national institutions, but including foreign countries’ hold
ings of United States Government notes and bonds, which 
are of course readily convertible into cash). In a sense 
the situation is comparable with that of a bank, and a 
better than 90 per cent ratio of cash to deposits should 
instill confidence in the minds of the banks’ customers. 
By this crude yardstick, even a considerably lower ratio 
would probably be feasible. Two objections may be raised 
to this analogy, however. In the first place, the total of 
liabilities could be increased suddenly and substantially 
if large numbers of Americans sought to shift their funds 
abroad. Secondly, it might be contended that there is no 
readily accessible central bank, like the Federal Reserve 
System in the case of a domestic bank, to whom this 
nation may turn automatically to replenish its reserves in 
the event of unusually heavy withdrawals. To meet the 
first objection I believe it will suffice to eliminate the 
balance-of-payments deficit and to pursue policies at home 
which guard against long-term erosion of the dollar’s pur
chasing power. To meet the second, it may be pointed out 
that, besides holding such massive gold reserves, the 
United States Government is a very heavy creditor on 
long-term account and that some of these assets could 
become more quickly available through accelerated re
payment by debtor governments; and furthermore it should 
be borne in mind that the liquid resources of the United 
States could be readily reinforced through sizable drawings 
on the International Monetary Fund.

Let me add at this point that, despite the existence of 
the 25 per cent gold reserve requirement against Federal 
Reserve notes and liabilities (which requirement is subject 
to suspension in the event of emergency), there is no doubt
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at all in my mind that the primary purpose of our $1734 
billion gold stock is to assure the international converti
bility of gold and the dollar at the fixed price of $35 
an ounce.

I have not yet spoken of ordinary international flows of 
short-term capital to take advantage of higher rates of 
return available in foreign centers. To a large extent 
I think we must look upon these as a fact of life—a 
natural concomitant of the restoration of external con
vertibility in most of the world’s great trading countries. 
There is undoubtedly a place, however, for the kind of 
orderly policies already practiced by many leading cen
tral banks—both in framing their own monetary policies 
and in avoiding abrupt shifts in the proportion of their 
reserves held in the form of gold—with a view to minimiz
ing heavy flows motivated solely by the attraction of a 
temporary rate of return. In any case, it seems to me that 
our present gold holdings provide an adequate cushion to 
absorb short-term flows of this kind without any appre
ciable disturbance; but in saying this, I am not unmindful 
of the desirability of our trying to prevent the spread 
between our short-term rates and those abroad from be
coming unduly wide.

This leads us to a consideration of some of the criteria 
of domestic monetary policy. At a time such as the pres
ent, with large unemployment and unused productive re
sources in the economy, it is clearly incumbent on us to 
pursue a general policy of ease that will pot the nation’s 
banks in a position to respond to all worthy credit appli
cations, and in fact to seek out worthwhile investment 
opportunities. On the other hand, I can see no reason 
whatever, under current conditions, to flood the banks 
with reserves. For one thing, while this could conceivably 
have a beneficial influence on longer term market rates, 
it could do so only at the cost of driving short-term rates 
to much lower levels, needlessly accentuating the relative 
attractiveness of interest rates overseas. Furthermore, ex
cessively “sloppy” credit might well discourage the de
sirable improvements in efficiency and adjustments in costs 
which tend to accompany any lull in economic activity. 
As I have said before, we should not expect monetary 
policy to do more than it can do; and it is very probably 
too much to expect it to create—all by itself—a new up
ward movement in business activity. If the inadequate use

of our resources should long persist, the time might come 
when fiscal policy could perform a useful stimulating func
tion. But we should certainly not forget the highly ad
verse effects on our whole credit mechanism of the unduly 
large and protracted Federal deficit of the fiscal year 
1958-59—and especially the adverse effects of this deficit 
on foreign appraisals of the dollar’s stability.

In dosing, it seems to me essential to emphasize the 
need to avoid all remedies for our balance-of-payments 
deficit which would be inimical to the kind of world we 
have been trying to establish, with the aid of our friends 
and allies abroad, ever since the war—a world of maxi
mum freedom for international trade and international 
investment. This means that we should shun protectionism 
in all its forms, with all that it implies in the way of lower 
standards of living both here and abroad. Further, we 
should firmly resist any suggestion of exchange controls 
over the international flow of capital funds or other inter
national payments. Such action would not only be futile 
but would also defeat the whole purpose of our interna
tional economic policy. But above all, as I am confident 
both the outgoing and the incoming Administrations would 
agree, there must be no tampering with the present fixed 
relationship between gold and the dollar, at $35 per ounce, 
and the readiness of this country to deal freely in gold, 
at this price, with foreign central banks and governments. 
I am certain that only harm could come from any depre
dation of the dollar in terms of gold; and I am equally 
certain that this country has the will and the necessary 
resources to maintain this firm foundation of our whole 
international finandal structure.

The beginning of 1961 is appropriately a time for 
re-examination of our objectives and our national pro
grams for attaining them. I hope that no conservative will 
be so unbending as to deny the need for a constructive 
approach toward the full use of our resources both at 
home and in the world at large; and I  hope that no liberal 
will be so rigid as to deny the vital importance of con
ducting our affairs in a way that assures firm confidence 
in the dollar. If we can adopt such a constructive ap
proach, I am sure we can avoid panicky or unwise actions 
—and we shall be able to look back at the international 
problems of these days as providing a useful disdpline 
for the shaping of sound and imaginative programs.
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